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Background

Background

World UKP sales, 1990-2021, Millions of tonnes World UKP sales by end-use market, 2021

Global UKP production has fluctuated within a range of 33Mt-35Mt over the past thirty years. However, last year output surged by an
estimated 1.7Mt, taking global production to 36.9Mt, a record high. The surge in output was attributable to strong growth in global
integrated kraft paper and board production, and a surge in UKP sales which reached a high of 3.25Mt, +20% over 2020 (+550Kt). Of the
3.25Mt of sales last year, around 18% was used to manufacture fibre cement, 10% for electrical/filtration paper and 72% for paper and
board.

The growth in global sales last year was underpinned by China, where the market expanded by 24%, equal to +280Kt. And within China, the
growth was supported by demand from the containerboard sector which continues to suffer from a fibre deficit since the implementation of
Operation National Sword in 2017. This policy directive gradually phased out China’s imports of waste paper, removing around 28Mt of
feedstock over the period 2017-2020.

This fibre deficit has obliged the Chinese to use more domestically sourced waste paper, but collection rates are already relatively high and
the quality of local waste is inferior to most imported grades. As a result board manufacturers have increased purchases of UKP which they
blend with local waste paper to improve strength.
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Chinese imports of unbleached recycled pulp 
(URP), 2010-2021
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The fibre deficit in China is also supporting surging import demand for URP
(unbleached recycled pulp); imports rose to 2.4Mt last year, from just
300Kt in 2018. All of the growth in demand during this period is
attributable to recycled content board manufacturers and more than three
quarters of the imported volume is sourced from affiliate recycled pulp
lines in Southeast Asia and the US. Most of these lines are furnished with
waste paper that was previously destined for the China market.

Ongoing investment in Chinese containerboard capacity should ensure that
import demand for UKP and URP remains strong during future years, whilst
outside of China, UKP demand should also be supported by growing
demand for fibre cement and electrical and filtration papers.

We believe this demand growth will be satisfied by several mills switching
from bleached to unbleached production. Some conversions projects are
already underway and we expect others to be announced, encouraged by
the more favourable economics of UKP production.

.If market UKP supply is unable to match demand, we believe this will incentivise product innovation that will ultimately allow for the large
scale deployment of hardwood UKP - which for the time being remains in its infancy with the global market size estimated at just 0.2Mt
this year.

URP capacity is also expected to expand but some projects seem to have stalled over the past 12 months. We attribute this to waste paper
markets being tighter than anticipated, especially in the US where growing domestic production of containerboard has absorbed much of
the RCF volumes that were previously destinated for China; other volumes have been reallocated to export markets, most notably in SE
Asia. Since North American RCF supply has fallen on the back of significantly weaker graphic paper consumption and Covid-induced
logistical bottlenecks, RCF prices have fluctuated at relatively high levels which may act as a deterrent to any significant further investment
in new URP supply.
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This report provides context to the different end use markets for UKP and URP, providing estimates for demand by region and subgrade,
with forecasts to 2026. A comprehensive appraisal of current and future global supply by mill and grade is also included, with an analysis of
production costs by region. The report concludes with a price forecast for UKP and URP, CIF China.

Chapter 1. Global P&B production and furnish.

• An overview of global paper and board production by grade and furnish type, 2021.

• World fibre consumption by grade

Chapter 2. UKP & URP production and sales

• Global UKP production by region, 1990-2021.

 Integrated vs. market UKP.

• World containerboard production by region and by grade: recycled content vs. virgin content.

• World UKP sales by region and end-use market: board & sack, fibre cement, electrical & filter.

 World UKP trade matrix.

• China focus

 Operation National Sword and the impact on containerboard production.

 The emergence of URP.

 Chinese URP demand by country of origin. Tied/affiliated supply vs. ‘free’ market URP.

• Other Asia focus

• Europe focus

• North America focus

• Latin America focus
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Chapter 3. Unbleached fibre shipments forecast

• World packaging paper and board production forecast, by region and grade, 2021-2026.
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• UKP demand trends by end-use market, 2021-2026.

• UKP and URP shipment forecast by grade and by region, 2021-2026.
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• Global UKP capacity by mill and by grade, 2021.

• UKP capacity outlook, 2021-2026.

• UKP and BSKP shipment-to-capacity ratio, 2015-2026.

• Global URP capacity by mill, 2021.

• URP capacity outlook, 2021-2026

Chapter 5. Production costs

• UKP cash costs of production by region, CIF China.

Chapter 6. Prices

• UKP prices vs. OCC and other commodities.

• A discussion of the price drivers for URP and UKP.

• Theoretical cash cost of production for a Chinese URP producer.

• Chinese OCC trend price forecast, 2021-2026 (in real and nominal terms).

• URP and UKP Price forecast to 2026.

Appendix

• UKP and URP capacity by mill

• UKP technical characteristics
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METHODOLOGY

This report has been prepared using desk
research which has been supplemented by
interviews with existing UKP and URP suppliers,
buyers, traders and other industry participants.
We have also made full use of Hawkins Wrights
existing information resources, contacts and
relevant research material.
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Availability and cost PROSPECTUS: The Outlook for Unbleached Fibre

Available from June 2022, a subscription to the Outlook for unbleached fibre supply, demand, costs and prices is priced at £3,450.

Existing subscribers to Hawkins Wright’s Outlook for market pulp service qualify for a discounted price of £2,750.

The price includes an electronic copy of the main report; Hawkins Wrights responses to any (within reason) questions on global UKP and
URP markets that may arise during the year; and a presentation meetings with one of our consultants. (Such meetings are normally
arranged to coincide with major industry events – for example London Pulp Week or MPA – or when a consultant is travelling in the region.
However, for specially arranged meetings we reserve the right to charge travel and subsistence costs. Such costs will always be agreed in
advance.)

Contact

To discuss this report or to request more information please contact Oliver Lansdell at:

Hawkins Wright Ltd.
21-22 Station Point
121 Sandycombe Road, Kew, 
Richmond
Surrey TW9 2AD
United Kingdom

Tel: +44 20 8747 5840
Email: oliver.lansdell@hawkinswright.com
Web: www.hawkinswright.com

mailto:oliver.lansdell@hawkinswright.com
http://www.hawkinswright.com/
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Order form PROSPECTUS: The Outlook for Unbleached Fibre

A subscription to ‘The outlook for unbleached fibre’ costs £3,450 (or the equivalent in euro or US dollars). Existing subscribers to
Hawkins Wright’s Outlook service qualify for a discounted price of £2,750.

I would like to order the multi-client report ‘The outlook for unbleached fibre’. I understand that this report is confidential to
subscribers and to their wholly-owned subsidiaries. I agree to take all reasonable steps to safeguard this confidentiality.

Signed:

Name:

Position:

Company:

Postal address:

Telephone:

Email:

An invoice and payment instructions will be
sent when your order is received. Payment
may be made by bank transfer, cheque or
credit card.
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